A system F of functions f1;
Introduction
Let X be a set and let F be a set of functions f : X ! 2] (here and in the sequel, the notation k] for a natural number k stands for the set f1; 2; : : : ; kg). The Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of F is the maximum size of a shattered subset A X, where A being shattered means that every possible function g : A ! 2] is a restriction to A of some function f 2 F.
Any function f : X ! 2] can be identi ed with a subset of X, and in the literature, the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension is mostly considered for set systems. It is a very useful measure of complexity of a set system; from many points of view, the set systems with a nite Vapnik-Chervonenkis-dimension are those that are \easy to handle". In statistics, systems of nite VC-dimension admit an e cient random sampling (see e.g., 12], 9]). In algorithmic learning theory, the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension essentially determines the number of samples needed to learn a concept (set) in a given class with a given accuracy (see 2] or 1]). Other applications include computational geometry (e.g., 5]) and discrepancy theory ( 7] In this note, we observe that the problem can be re-stated in terms of hypergraphs with forbidden subhypergraphs, and using extremal hypergraph theory constructions, we obtain an improved lower bound (see Proposition 2 below). The problem of nding tight bounds appears challenging. A very interesting special case is for n = 3 and d = 1, which translates to the following extremal graph theory problem: Problem ) edges (this simple proof has been observed by Tom a s Kaiser; we had a more complicated argument).
For a special case we shall present a tight bound in Section 3. We exhibit a system of 3-valued functions on n] with Natarajan dimension 1 with 3n members, and we show that this is the maximum possible size of such a system.
A General Bound
Let F be a system of functions f : n] ! k]. Such an F can also be regarded as an n-regular n-partite hypergraph whose each class has k vertices. Namely, the vertex set is n] k] and the edges are f(1; f(1)); (2; f(2)); : : : ; (n; f(n))g, f 2 F. In hypergraph terms, the condition that a d-element subset A n] be 2-shattered means that the d-partite We must have A 2 S, for otherwise any function of F attains at least one value k on A. For A 2 S, at least one of the sets V i with i 2 A contains k, because H has no copy of K d+1 (2; 2; : : : ; 2). And if k 2 V i then F has to contain a function attaining the value k precisely once on A. This is impossible, since functions of the form F A;H have no value k on A, and functions of the form F S;H for A 6 = S 2 S attain value k at least twice on A, as jA n Sj 2. Proposition 2 is proved. 2
